Islam IS Communism
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi

Islam with its sharia Law are both Communism
The way the situation in the West is unfolding, if it is allowed to continue, Europe and the
Western World will be fast on their way to becoming islamic sharia governed Nations. The
jewish world powers are pushing for the islamisation of the West via the open borders
strategy and promotion of the idea of “multiculturalism” ad nauseam, which essentially is a
mass communist takeover in which each and every single Gentile will be a slave with 0
individual rights and freedoms.
post58677.html#p58677
The “refugee crisis” is an illusion. What is actually taking place in Europe is what is known as
hijrah, when muslims migrate en masse into non-muslim countries, settle, and spread islam
by a combination of physical, violent force and breeding the native population into oblivion.
This is the reason muslims are encouraged to have as many children as possible, regardless
of whether they can afford to feed and clothe them. A muslim woman in full burqa flanked
by 8 or 9 children is not an unusual sight. They are literally taught to breed more muslims.
This coupled with the fact that the media discourages White Europeans from having children
through tools such as feminism (which in reality is anti-female and anti-humanity), which has
led to a major drop in our birth rates within the last few decades, means that we are
becoming more outnumbered by the day.

Already, Europeans are being forced to abide by muslim ways of life in an effort not to be
attacked, raped or branded as a “racist”, or the dreaded label of “islamiphobe” by the jewish
pushed multicultural agenda.
http://pamelageller.com/2015/09/grade-s ... gees.html/

This is but one example. Things like this have been happening all over Europe since muslims
began invading. Entire areas have become no-go zones for the native European People.
If islam and sharia law are enforced on a significant scale, that will be the end of Europe and
the beginning of a world communist dictatorship in which all Gentiles are slaves to the
islamic/jewish state.
For more information on the fact that islam is a jewish program that elevates the jews and
their agenda, please see the following:
https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... -a-facade/
https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... h-prophet/
https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... -the-east/
Islam and sharia cannot be separated from communism, no different than its counterpart,
christianity.
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... _Bible.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksu ... anity.html
The ultimate goal of islam is to remove all power from the hands of the general (GENTILE)
populace and put it into the hands of the “holy state” (the jews). I reiterate how the quran
refers to the jews, for anyone who has doubts that it is in favour of them:

Qur'an 17:104 : And We said unto the Children of Israel after him: Dwell in the land; but
when the promise of the Hereafter (wa3’dul akhirati) cometh to pass We shall bring you as a
crowd gathered out of various nations.
Qur'an 17:4 : And We decreed for the Children of Israel in the Scripture: Ye verily will
experience corruption (exile) in the earth twice, but Ye will then after (thumma) ascend
(ta’lunna) to a great height (or station).
Qur’an 2:30: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon
you, and fulfil your covenant with Me as I fulfil My Covenant with you, and fear none but Me.
Qur’an 5:12: "God made a covenant with the Israelites and raised among them twelve

chieftains [the princes of the twelve tribes of the twelve sons of Jacob/Israel]".
Qur’an 5:20: "Bear in mind the words of Moses to his people [the Children of Israel]. He said:
'Remember, my people, the favour which God has bestowed upon you. He [Allah] has raised
up prophets among you, made you kings, and given you that [the Torah and the Land of
Israel] which He has given to no other nation. Enter, my people, the holy land [of Israel]
which God has assigned for you. Do not turn back, and thus lose all'". ["The Table"]
Qur’an 32;22: "We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to Moses (never doubt that you will meet
him) and made it a guide for the Israelites. And when they grew steadfast and firmly believed
in Our revelations, We appointed leaders from among them who gave guidance at Our
bidding. On the Day of Resurrection your Lord will resolve their differences for them".
["Adoration"]
Qur’an: 45:17: "We [Allah] gave the Book [Torah] to the Israelites and bestowed on them
wisdom and prophethood. We provided them with wholesome things and exalted them
above the nations".["Kneeling"]
So that clears that up for any ignorant person who believes that islam is anti-jewish. The top
leaders and founders of islam have been Eastern and Arabian jews for centuries, many of
whom fled the regions of the Roman Empire and took up residence around the Arabian
Peninsula, after being expelled for attacking and brutally slaughtering Roman Pagans and
desecrating Pagan Temples- as the article on the spread of islam linked above proves. Islam
was a program of mass genocide and enslavement of the Pagan Peoples of the East, a goal
the jews had been working towards for centuries in Persia and Egypt, so that it could be
brought under the rule of jewish monotheism.
So let me list out plainly the link between islam, sharia law and communism. Keep in mind,
the jews are natural communists. Communism has its root in the jewish torah, which
fathered the programs of christianity and islam, aka the “Abrahamic religions”. Abrahamic
“religions” and communism are two sides of the same coin. They are merely communism
with a slightly theistic tinsel, and in reality are NOT Spiritual in any way, shape or form.
Indeed, the most famous founder of the communist political ideology, Karl Marx, was a jew
and grandson of a rabbi. All of the top leaders in communism are jewish, including Marx and
Stalin.
post49893.html#p49893
post44713.html#p44713
post55905.html#p55905
topic9605.html
Islam along with its sharia law takes all power out of the hands of the general public and
puts it all into the hands of the muslim “religious” leaders, aka imams and their islamic
government. These people have full reign over politics, the law, the justice system,
ownership of land, education systems, the media and pretty much every aspect of life from
top to bottom. No one else is afforded any say whatsoever. There is no such thing as
questioning anything, and doing so will result in severe punishment and even (often) death.
You are simply expected to do as you are instructed.

In islam and its sharia law, it is reiterated over and over that you- as a human being- have no
mind of your own, no possessions of your own, no will and no destiny of your own. Your
entire being is the property of “Allah”, your future is the property of “Allah” and your life
ultimately is meaningless other than being for the purpose of “Allah’s” own ends. Essentially,
you are nothing in the greater scheme of things other than an object owned by the muslim
state as the so-called holy representatives of Allah.
Just for the record, before I continue:
https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... inal-gods/
As anyone who is aware of the basic foundation of communism will know, it is pretty much
identical to this. The religious tinsel does little to disguise this and is an illusion. Communism
merely replaces “Allah” with the jewish run state- which in reality are both the exact same
thing. In communism, there is no individual. There are no individual rights and lives.
Everyone is relegated to one single, meaningless mass. The state controls each and every
aspect of your day to day life and no one can argue with it. The media is heavily censored, as
it is under islamic rule, and education systems are pre-arranged strictly by the state, as in
sharia. Like in sharia, those who dare to speak out against the state are dealt with swiftly
and severely, oftentimes resulting in death. If not, torture and life imprisonment.
Here are perfect examples of the two sides of communism in action:
What happens to those who try to speak out against the state in a communist nation:
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/comm ... orror.html
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... nitsa.html
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... cheka.html
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the- ... caust.html

What happens to those who try to speak out against the state in a sharia (communist)
nation:
https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/20 ... haria-law/
http://nowtheendbegins.com/pages/radica ... ia-law.htm
http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/sharia-law.html
Also, see this article for what happens to those who refuse to convert to islam and accept
sharia law- this is what was done in the past, and what will be done in the future if they are
allowed to continue:
topic10805.html
The two are exactly the same. Torture and murder is a part of day-to-day life, whether you
call it communism, islam or sharia.
Also note from the above articles, in both communism and islam, the ruling governments are
exempt from any criminal charges. They essentially can do whatever they please, whenever

they please to the nations which they are ruling over, and it is NOT a crime. Mass murder,
torture, coercion and assassination is perfectly legal when done by the ruling state, as it
counts as the state enforcing their control, or “holy law” in this case and ensuring that none
of the people stray from its grip. This, in a communist/islamic nation is what they call justice
and the legal system.
Juxtaposed to this, the People are treated as criminals at every step and kept in line via use
of extreme force. They are always right, and you are always the criminal who needs to be
controlled. You can really liken living in an islamic/communist governed state to living in a
maximum security prison in which every area and moment of your life is under heavy
surveillance, and there is always someone behind you telling you what to do next.
Here is an excerpt from an essay written by an islamic historian, Bernard Lewis, concerning
the evident similarities between communism and islamic/sharia law:
“There are no parliaments or representative assemblies of any kind, no councils or
communes, no chambers of nobility or estates, no municipalities in the history of Islam;
nothing but the sovereign power, to which the subject owed complete and unwavering
obedience as a religious duty imposed by the Holy Law...”
The world is divided into two types of people: Those who obey them, and those who are
dead.
This is exactly identical to jewish communism. When it spread through Europe, it
slaughtered brutally the Gentile ruling class and councils (Think of the French “Revolution” in
which the French Royalty were dragged into the streets and publically beheaded and the
Russian Revolt that resulted in the murder of Tsar Nicholas and his family), deposed the
Gentile constitutions and laws, eradicated the native Culture and replaced them with its own
abomination of a system- violently enforcing itself upon the People who were not given any
choice in the matter or any opportunity to say whether they wanted to live under
communist rule or not. It was simply done to them, and if they didn’t like it- they were killed.
Spread of islam and its sharia law was exactly the same. Again, read my article on the islamic
conquests.
Both islam and communism have the nefarious end result of lumping humanity together
under one oppressive banner from which they are unable to ever escape. Everyone is merely
part of the system. This is the jewish NWO, where everyone is bar coded and there is heavy
surveillance of day to day life at every level. As the quran preaches, humans are designed to
give continuous praise to “Allah”, and total and complete submission is required. The word
“islam” translates to SUBMISSION. To basically give yourself and your life up entirely.
This is no different from communism which demands total and complete submission to “the
state” and idolisation bordering on worship of the state “leader”. Think of Russia under
Stalin and the ridiculous extent which they went to in order to label him with an almost godlike status. The word “Allah” is merely replaced with “The State”. Both in reality are the
same thing.
To expand a bit more on something I wrote above, another significant similarity between

islam and communism is the hatred they both share for the natural Gentile Ruling classes
and systems of Leadership.
Now- not to digress, but I feel it is important to clear something up here quickly before
proceeding. The Ancient Ruling Class of the Gentiles (as it was before the infestation of
Xianity and related programs that were no more than attacks on Human Spirituality and the
Soul), was comprised of the Priesthood, often referred to as Priest-Kings, who had reached
the highest level of Spiritual Enlightenment. Thus, they were deemed fit to guide and Lead
the People. It was the same throughout the world- from Ancient India to Ireland. In India,
the Brahmans/Yogis lead the People. In Ireland, it was the Druids and Priest Kings. You can
find much more information on this through research- I do not want to go too in-depth here
as it is not the purpose of this article. But the point I want to make- This is the True and
original meaning of Royalty. It is Royalty in an Alchemical sense. This Royalty in no way,
shape or form resembled the communist “leadership”. There was no oppression and
demands of total submission. There were laws put in place to ensure that the Society
remained in its purest and healthiest form. But the People were free, and Advanced
Spiritually. Thus they were independent.
post266.html#p266
Both islam and communism sought total destruction of the remnants of the Gentile Royalty
of the areas which they invaded and opposed the idea of the ruling Priesthood entirely.
Entire families were massacred going down generations in order to achieve this.
post929.html#p929
topic10805.html
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS ... ssages/282
In order for their control to be possible, they must first eradicate entirely the existing Gentile
ruler ship.
Carrying on- just like tax paid to the state in communism, sharia islamic law demands a “holy
donation”/Tax be paid to the religious leaders by each and every single inhabitant. This is
compulsory and unquestionable and is used to fund further control by the state. In islam, it
is called “zakat”, and it is preached that paying this money will “purify ones Soul and
guarantee them a place in Allahs paradise”. Once again, this shows how ridiculous and
materialistic islam really is at its core. In truth, there is nothing Spiritual about it at all. It
attacks its followers for owning material possessions and building up personal funds, but on
the other hand demands money for itself.
Like its Western counterpart of christianity, islam also preaches endlessly that being poor,
weak and helpless is desirable. Poverty is a virtue. Everyone should be equally poor and
desperate. This is a total attack on Humanity and designed to create the perfect slaves. It is
all communism. No one is allowed to strive to be better, to gain personal power and
possessions or to surpass the masses of ignorant, useless dolts around them. Everyone must
be equally enslaved by the state. There is no such thing as a person striving to reach their full
potential, bettering themselves and enjoying success in life. This is exceptionally unhealthy
and unnatural, and as was said above- is designed to turn people into absolute slaves.

The perfect slave is someone who is submissive, destitute, dependent and desperate. This is
why these programs, which all stem from communism, glorify being submissive, destitute,
dependent and desperate as if it makes you some type of saint. One cannot enslave a strong
and independent individual who is knowledgeable and able to think and fight for
themselves.
The fact of the matter is- islam’s core teachings do not in any way interfere with the core
teachings of communism. Because, they are from the same root. If you read the articles
linked to above regarding the relationship between christianity and communism, you can
also apply much of it to the relationship between islam/sharia and communism. Particularly
this sentence:
“In truth, Christianity prepares the populace to be open to and to accept communism. There
is nothing within the Christian doctrines or the teachings of the Nazarene that conflicts with
communism in any way. Christianity IS Communism.”
Exactly the same for islam. It is preparation for communism. The core beliefs will be there,
so the transition will be easy. It is merely a matter of unmasking.
As another note and further proof that islam does not interfere with communism- it has
been recorded that the Soviet Union had such a high number of muslims that there were
entire committees devoted to the study of islam and the advancement of “marxist islam”.
The Soviet Communist regime never attacked or had an issue with islam.
“The Soviet Union had a large Muslim population of various ethnicities. Therefore, there was
a pressing need for original research as Marx, Engels only dealt with the subject superficially.
In the 1920s, the Bolsheviks created new institutions and organizations intended to produce
devoted Marxist scholars of Oriental studies. Foremost among them was the Moscow
Institute for Oriental Studies, a party school created in 1920 mainly for the requirements of
the Soviet foreign service. Its counterpart for educating party workers and administrators
from the Eastern regions and republics of Russia and the USSR, as well as for training
communists from abroad, was the Communist University of the Toilers of the Orient, a school
founded in 1921. The new Marxist discourse on Islam was dominated by scholars from these
political teaching and research institutions.”- From Wikipaedia.
The two married perfectly and much resources were devoted to studies of islam with islamic
scholars being more than welcome. There have also been numerous “islamic communists”
and “islamic communist ideologies” throughout history, proving further that the two go
hand in hand.
“In 1923, Zinatullah Navshirvanov (a Volga Tatar communist who was also active in the
formation of a communist party in Atatürk’s new Republic of Turkey) in the journal Novyi
Vostok proposed that there were several forms of communism in Islamic history. The authors
detected a “primitive communism” already in the activities of some of Muhammad’s
companions, but they found that communism was even more prominent in the tradition of
Islamic Sufism. Under the cover of Sufism communist ideas and movements emerged that
had nothing to do with Islam and religion whatsoever. These movements were driven by

Muslims—poor nomads as well as peasants and urban craftsmen—longing to overthrow the
feudal order of their times, i.e., the Abbasid, Seljukid, and Ottoman dynasties in the Near
East. As examples the Navshirvanovs mentioned the Shiʿi Ismailites, the Anatolian Futūwa
and Akhī organizations, and the Bektashi order of dervishes.- From Wikipedia, on the various
muslim-communist regimes throughout history.
Now, I will be doing an extensive article in the near future regarding Sufism. For now, this is
yet more proof of a tight relationship between islam and communism.
To drum it in- They are two sides of the same coin!
Quote from the jewish Talmud:
Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."

This “messiah” is the NWO they wish to enforce upon Gentile
Humanity in which everyone is a slave to them. They are attempting to
use their communist program of islam with its sharia law to enforce
this.
People MUST be made aware of this!

